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/en/international/coming-to-flensburg/welcome-buddy-program/
Relevance:

46%

Welcome Buddy Program Listen The Welcome Buddy Program supports exchange students, International students and new
students in getting started with their studies and everyday life in Flensburg. We provide incoming students with a student
Welcome Buddy, who has been enrolled at the EUF for at least two semesters and can help you to find their way around
Flensburg and the university. Be a WelcomeBuddy! Get a Welcome Buddy!
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Congratulations on getting accepted into the B.A. European Cultures and Society! Here you can find some important
information to help you get started. Admission Letter [...] . 2. test in the newly established Corona test centre at Frankfurt
Airport (2h test = 139 EUR; 6h test = 59 EUR). Test capacity 300 tests per day. You can find more information [...] th dorm in
September. However, given the steady growth of students in the city of Flensburg, finding accommodation has become a more
complicated process. You can read more about the dormitories

Web conferencing with Cisco Webex (for students)
/en/center-for-information-and-media-technologies-zimt/services/services-for-students/web-conferences-and-teammeetings-with-cisco-webex/web-conferencing-with-cisco-webex-for-students/
Relevance:

27%

meeting room, you always first find yourself in a kind of "virtual waiting room." Here you can test your microphone, sound
output, and webcam in the absence of other participants. If you notice a [...] only need for the video image). In this case, use
the drop-down list to switch between different devices until you find the right one. Webex will remember this setting the next
time you use it. As a [...] , you always first find yourself in a kind of "virtual waiting room." Here you can test your microphone,
sound output, and webcam in the absence of other participants. If you encounter a problem, change

Water Prism
/en/physik/histolab/thematical-subsections/optics/water-prism/
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28%

the water prism to find arguments against the Newtonian theory of colours by means of experiment – but did not succeed. He
used several different liquids with different refractive indices for his experiments

Voltaic Crown of Cups
/en/physik/histolab/thematical-subsections/electricity/voltaic-crown-of-cups/
Relevance:

27%

as in the first cup) to make a connection to the third cup and so forth. Hence in every cup of the crown you will find both
elements except for the first and the last cup. The Crown

User instructions
/en/tmeuf/user-instructions/
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User instructions Listen How to find the teaching material Each provided material was assigned to three features: (1) Students
[...] is different, it requires a specific approach. It is the task of the teacher to choose suitable teaching material for their
students. To find the teaching material, a selection of one category [...] will be shown (Figure 1). Figure 1: Example for finding
a material for Primary school – Endangered species – Practical Courses On the respective material

Uni Host
/en/international/coming-to-flensburg/moin-campus-network-support/phase-2-during-your-studies/student-initiatives-andcommitment/uni-host/
Relevance:

45%

Uni Host - Housing three different buddy programs Listen On this page you will find information about the Local Erasmus+
Initiatives (LEI), Campus Friends and the Language Tandem. The programmes enable young people on campus to exchange
ideas easily and interculturally. The offer is aimed at both German and international students as well [...] . You can find more
information on the language tandem's own page.

Turkish
/en/international/languages/learning-languages/language-courses/winter-semester-201617/semester-courses/turkish/
Relevance:

44%

Anja Bohm Tel.: +49 461 805 2028 anja.bohm -PleaseRemoveIncludingDashes- @ uni-flensburg.de Gebäude Hels

Trial
/en/department-of-technology-and-its-didactics/research/research-projects/meclab/trial/
Relevance:

27%

of the workshop, the school students were enabled to fulfill complex work tasks in an independent and self-directed manner.
The findings obtained at the same time enabled them to use the planning of the work steps

Travel directions
/en/department-strategic-and-international-management/about-us/travel-directions/
Relevance:

28%

. Husumer Straße then bends slightly to the right and becomes "Munketoft". You then drive past the brewery, Flensburger
Brauerei (clearly visible on the right-hand side). You will find the University [...] Campus (follow the sign "Universität"). On the
right hand side you will find car parking spaces, to the left hand side you will find the Oslo Building of the University [...] you
will find car parking spaces and on the left hand side you will find the Helsinki Building of the University.
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